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We are pleased to introduce the special series,
"Economic Growth, Fish Conservation, and the
American Fisheries Society." The series stems from a
symposium of the same title held at the 2004
American Fisheries Society (AFS) conference in
Madison, Wisconsin. The symposium was well-
attended and generated substantial discussion,
prompting organizers and presenters to author the
forthcoming articles. As with the symposium, this
series will demonstrate the fundamental conflict
between economic growth and fish conservation
and provide suggestions for addressing that conflict. 

Economic growth is an increase in the production
and consumption of goods and services. It occurs
when the product of population times per capita

consumption is increasing. It is gener-
ally gauged by measures of national
income such as gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) and gross national product
(GNP). It is the most prominent policy
goal in the domestic policy arenas of
the United States, Canada, Mexico,
and many other countries.

In recent years, natural resource
professionals have developed a keen
interest in the process, policies, and
politics of economic growth. They
recognize the desirable effects of eco-
nomic growth, but their training in
ecology and other natural sciences
leads them to conclude that the pro-
duction and consumption of human
goods and services cannot increase
without a simultaneous decrease in
fish and wildlife populations. This
conflict between human and nonhu-
man species is described by the
ecological principle of competitive
exclusion.

On the other hand, fish and
wildlife biologists have been reticent
to engage the public and polity on

the issue of economic growth. Typically this reticence
stems from the opinion that economic issues should
be left to economists. We disagree with that opinion,
partly because ecologists are the "economists of
nature," dealing with the processes of production and
consumption like "regular" economists, albeit with
different species, foci, and jargon. 

More importantly, most economists do not have
the background in ecology and other natural sciences
to accurately address the relationship of economic
growth to fish and wildlife conservation. In fact, a

large and burgeoning movement in academia called
"ecological economics" has developed partly to
address this shortcoming in conventional, or "neoclas-
sical," economics.

Economics is a sweeping field in academia, busi-
ness, and government. The vast majority of
professional economists deal with microeconomic
issues such as production trends, demand, and prices
affecting a business, market, or sector. The small num-
ber of macroeconomists tend to be employed in
private-sector investment firms or in the public sector
as policy advisors. Very few have a focus on environ-
mental protection, much less the more specific task of
fish and wildlife conservation, nor would their conven-
tional training suffice for a sophisticated assessment of
the relationship of economic growth to fish and
wildlife conservation. Neoclassical economists, micro
and macro, typically opine that there is no practical
limit to economic growth and, as a corollary, no
inevitable conflict between economic growth and
environmental protection (including fish and wildlife
conservation).

Meanwhile, in the political community economic
growth is a primary, perennial, and bipartisan goal.
Corporations and other businesses have a vested
interest in strong pro-growth policies because such
policies maximize short-term profits and shareholder
returns. Corporations and other businesses have a
tremendous amount of influence in American policy-
making because they control much of the national
wealth and finance the major political campaigns.
These business interests and their political affiliates are
very influential in both fiscal policy (including budgets
and tax codes) and monetary policy (including interest
rates and banking regulations).

As a result of the political influence on economic
policy as related to the environment, growth interests
have gone further than simply denying a conflict
between economic growth and the environment.
Economists, politicians, and corporations argue that
economic growth is actually necessary for environ-
mental protection, including fish and wildlife
conservation. This argument is based on a conceptual
model called the "environmental Kuznets curve,"
which we and others addressed in a previous Fisheries
column (Czech et al. 2004). The environmental
Kuznets curve has a spurious reputation in microeco-
nomics, but the natural sciences render it utterly
fallacious in macroeconomics. 

It is not within the scope of this introduction to
elaborate upon the weaknesses of neoclassical eco-
nomics, the tendencies of politicians to err on the side
of economic growth, or the corporate involvement in
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political economy. Nor will these weaknesses, tenden-
cies, and involvements be within the scope of this
series to a significant degree. A tremendous amount
of literature is available on these and closely related
topics, with the textbook on ecological economics by
Daly and Farley (2003) providing a good summary. It
bears repeating that this series will simply demon-
strate the fundamental conflict between economic
growth and fish conservation and provide suggestions
for addressing that conflict. 

We believe the fisheries profession can no longer
remain silent on the topic of economic growth if it
expects to succeed with the goal of fish conservation.
We harbor no illusion that the AFS will replace the
Council of Economic Advisors upon the completion of
this series or that the American propensity to con-
sume will significantly decline. However, for American
democracy to work as applied to fish conservation,
citizens will need to understand the trade-off between
economic growth and fish conservation. They are not
learning about this trade-off from neoclassical
economists, politicians, or business interests, and in
fact are led by these parties to believe there is no
trade-off. Only with a basic understanding of the con-
flict between economic growth and fish conservation
will they be empowered to make personal and politi-
cal decisions conducive to an optimal amount of
economic growth and, conversely, an optimal amount
of fish conservation. 

Fish biologists cannot lead the American public or
its policy makers to face the trade-off between eco-
nomic growth and fish conservation unless they
themselves have a thorough understanding of the
conflict. They will also need to develop the ability and
confidence to communicate their understanding of
the conflict in the vernacular (for the public) and,
when necessary, by using keywords and phrases com-
monly used in the economic policy arena. We hope
this series is helpful for these purposes.

We have begun the series by providing an ecologi-
cally macroeconomic perspective on the relationship
of economic growth to fish conservation, and we can
summarize that perspective in one sentence: Due to
the tremendous breadth of the human niche, which
expands via technological progress, the human econ-
omy grows at the competitive exclusion of fish and
wildlife in the aggregate. For detailed information we
refer readers to The Wildlife Society's technical review
03-1, The Relationship of Economic Growth to
Wildlife Conservation, or, for an intermediate level of
detail, the positions on economic growth taken by the
North American Section of the Society for
Conservation Biology, the U.S. Society for Ecological
Economics, and The Wildlife Society.

None of this is to say, however, that microeco-
nomics is irrelevant to fish conservation. Economists
focusing on specific fisheries, products, and markets
have made important contributions to fish conserva-
tion and fisheries management. An ecologically
macroeconomic perspective serves as the essential

paradigm from which to approach the issue of eco-
nomic growth, but the toolkit we bring must include
the nuts and bolts, wrenches, and pliers of microeco-
nomics. Even in microeconomics, however, the
neoclassical tradition lacks important ecological con-
siderations. We need to upgrade our tools, and next
month we hear from Lisi Krall on "The Ecological
Microeconomics of Fisheries Conservation: a
Response to Economic Orthodoxy." 

With the theoretical foundations of ecological
economics laid from macro and micro perspectives,
the series will proceed with empirical evidence for the
conflict between economic growth and fish conserva-
tion. Some of the most compelling evidence is found
in the causes of fish species endangerment.
"Economic Causes of Fish Endangerment in the
United States" by Kelly Miller and Brian Czech will
present these causes as an unmistakable "Who's
Who" of the American economy.

At first glance, however, not all causes of fish
endangerment are so obviously linked to economic
growth. Invasive species, for example, are a major
and growing threat. "The Economic Roots of Aquatic
Species Invasions" by Jenny Ericson will demonstrate
how species invasions are a function of international
trade and interstate commerce, proliferating with the
growth of national and global economies. 

A special case of species invasions stems from the
trade in live bait. The sheer volume of such trade may
surprise readers and qualifies live bait as a distinct eco-
nomic sector. Julie Thompson and Shawn Alam will
report on this sector and its implications for fish con-
servation in "Live Bait Trade as a Vector for Aquatic
Nuisance Species Introductions."

Another prominent economic sector with a direct
impact on fish conservation is the production of ani-
mal protein for the table, fertilizer, and livestock feed.
Christine Moffitt, a past president of AFS, has ana-
lyzed the development of this sector and her
penetrating insights will be found in "Economic and
Environmental Aspects of Animal Protein Production." 
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Another approach to analyzing the threats to fish conservation is
to hone in on particular taxa or ecosystems. Phil Pister has long
been a leader in desert fish ecology and conservation. His article,
"Economic Sectors in Conflict with Desert Fishes," will highlight the
distinct economic threats to desert species.

Another author to privilege our series is Robert Lackey, best
known for documenting the causes of the long-term decline of wild
salmon in western North America, along with offering straightfor-
ward assessments of policies that will determine the future of
salmon. True to form in "Salmon Recovery: Reconciling Economic
Growth and Conservation," he presents a no-nonsense analysis of
society's choices for maintaining significant, sustainable runs of wild
salmon in the Pacific Northwest. The heart of his message is that
the trajectory of economic growth (including population growth)
will have to change if wild salmon are to have much of a future.

There are similarly tough choices to be made if North American
societies truly want to maintain significant populations of many fish
species, and our series turns next toward future choices. Paul
Angermeier is one of the rare fish biologists with outstanding aca-
demic credentials who has dared to adopt an advocatory stride
toward the future. We find that refreshing and hopeful, and we
think AFS readers will too in "Fisheries Biologists as Catalysts for
Ecological and Economic Sustainability."

In addressing the issue of economic growth, the AFS will surely
want to know what other professional societies have done or may
do to help. As the executive director of the Society for Conservation
Biology, Alan Thornhill is uniquely qualified to provide a look in
"The Role of Professional Societies in Economic Growth Policy."

The Wildlife Society is a sister society to AFS and may be of par-
ticular interest to AFS members. The Wildlife Society has published a
technical review on economic growth, taken a position on eco-
nomic growth, and chartered a Working Group for the Steady State
Economy. Ken Stromborg will report on these developments in
"Recent Attempts by The Wildlife Society to Address the Issue of
Economic Growth." 

In many circles, the subject of economic growth invokes strong
feelings and even heated debate. We hope the latter, at least, will
not be the case with AFS, but at the outset we realize that some
may not be inclined to accept the portent of our introduction. We
ask only that readers keep an open mind, watch our series unfold,
and draw conclusions (technical, philosophical, or political) after
digesting the articles. 

Surely our series will fall short of perfection, but we repeat our
belief that there is a fundamental conflict between economic
growth and fish conservation, and we think this belief will be widely
shared by natural resources professionals in due time. We also
believe AFS has a crucial, leading role to play in verifying and
addressing this conflict, and we hope our series will assist AFS in
these efforts. Much is at stake, not the least of which are fish and
the fisheries profession. 
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